
Mutual General Reursion in Type TheoryAna BoveDepartment of Computing SieneChalmers University of Tehnology412 96 G�oteborg, Swedene-mail: bove�s.halmers.setelephone: +46-31-7721020, fax: +46-31-165655May 2002AbstratWe show how the methodology presented by Bove for the formalisation of simple gen-eral reursive algorithms and extended by Bove and Capretta to treat nested reursion analso be used in the formalisation of mutual general reursive algorithms. The methodologyonsists of de�ning speial-purpose aessibility prediates that haraterise the inputson whih the algorithms terminate. Eah algorithm is then formalised in type theory bystrutural reursion on the proof that its input satis�es the orresponding speial-purposeaessibility prediate. When the mutually reursive algorithms are also nested, we makeuse of a generalisation of Dybjer's shema for simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions,whih we also present in this work. Hene, some of the formalisations we present in thiswork are not allowed in ordinary type theory, but they an be arried out in type theoriesextended with suh a shema. Similarly to what happens for simple and nested reursivealgorithms, this methodology results in de�nitions in whih the omputational and logialparts are learly separated also when the algorithms are mutually reursive. Hene, thetype-theoreti version of the algorithms is given by its purely funtional ontent, similarlyto the orresponding program in a funtional programming language.1 IntrodutionFollowing the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80℄, onstrutive type theory (see [ML84,CH88℄) an be seen as a programming language where spei�ations are represented as typesand programs as objets of those types. Therefore, algorithms are orret by onstrutionor an be proved orret by using the expressive power of onstrutive type theory. This islearly an advantage of onstrutive type theory over standard programming languages.General reursive algorithms are de�ned by ases where the reursive alls are on non-struturally smaller arguments. In other words, the reursive alls are performed on objetssatisfying no syntati ondition that guarantees termination. As a onsequene, there is nodiret way of formalising this kind of algorithms in type theory.The standard way of handling general reursion in type theory uses a well-founded reur-sion priniple derived from the aessibility prediate A (see [Az77, Nor88℄). However, theuse of this prediate in the type-theoreti formalisation of general reursive algorithms oftenresults in unneessarily long and ompliated odes. Moreover, its use adds a onsiderable1



amount of ode with no omputational ontent that distrats our attention from the atualomputational part of the algorithm (see for example [Bov99℄, where we present a formalisa-tion of a uni�ation algorithm over pairs of terms using the standard aessibility prediateA).On the other hand, writing general reursive algorithms is not a problem in funtionalprogramming languages like Haskell [JHe+99℄, sine this kind of language imposes no re-stritions on reursive programs. Therefore, writing general reursive algorithms in Haskellis straightforward. In addition, funtional programs are usually short and self-explanatory.However, the existing frameworks for reasoning about the orretness of Haskell-like programsare weaker than the framework provided by type theory, and it is basially the responsibilityof the programmer to only write programs that are orret.In order to give a step towards losing the existing gap between programming in typetheory and programming in a funtional language, we have developed a methodology toformalise general reursive algorithms in type theory that separates the omputational andlogial parts of the de�nitions. As a onsequene, the resulting type-theoreti algorithmsare lear, ompat and easy to understand. They are as simple as their Haskell versions,where there is no restrition on the reursive alls. Given a general reursive algorithm,the methodology onsists of de�ning an indutive speial-purpose aessibility prediate thatharaterises the inputs on whih the algorithm terminates. The type-theoreti version ofthe algorithm an then be de�ned by strutural reursion on the proof that the input valuessatisfy this prediate. If the algorithm has nested reursive alls, the speial prediate andthe type-theoreti algorithm must be de�ned simultaneously, beause they depend on eahother. This kind of de�nitions is not allowed in ordinary type theory, but it is provided intype theories extended with Dybjer's shema for simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions(see [Dyb00℄).Originally, this methodology was introdued in [Bov01℄ to formalise simple general reur-sive algorithms in type theory (by simple we mean non-nested and non-mutually reursive)and extended in [BC01℄ to treat nested reursion. In order to be able to formalise any generalreursive algorithm in type theory using the same methodology, it remains to study how toformalise mutually reursive algorithms (nested and not nested). This is the purpose of thiswork.In what follows we assume that the reader is familiar with the main onepts of onstru-tive type theory. A short desription of the main onepts of type theory is given both in[Bov01℄ and [BC01℄. For a more omplete presentation of onstrutive type theory the readeris referred to [ML84, CH88, NPS90, CNSvS94℄. In addition, we assume that the reader fullyunderstands the methodology introdued in [Bov01, BC01℄ to formalise simple and nestedgeneral reursion respetively.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In setion 2, we show, with the help ofvery simple examples, how to formalise mutually reursive algorithms using the methodologypresented in [Bov01, BC01℄. In setion 3, we present the formalisation of more interestingnested and mutually reursive algorithms. In setion 4, we disuss some onlusions. Finally,in appendix A, we introdue a generalisation of Dybjer's shema of simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nition for the ases where we have several mutually reursive prediates de�nedsimultaneously with several funtions whih, in turn, are de�ned by reursion on those pred-iates. 2



2 Mutual ReursionIn [Bov01℄ and [BC01℄, we present how simple and nested general reursive algorithms, re-spetively, an be formalised in type theory in an easy way. With the help of some simpleexamples, we show here how to formalise mutually reursive algorithms using the methodol-ogy presented in [Bov01, BC01℄.We start by presenting a non-struturally smaller version of the algorithms that determinewhether a natural number is even or odd1. Following the same approah as in [Bov01, BC01℄,we start by introduing the Haskell version of the algorithms2.even :: N -> Booleven Z = Trueeven (S n) = odd nodd :: N -> Boolodd Z = Falseodd (S n) = not (even (S n))Following the methodology presented in [Bov01, BC01℄ and in order to write the type-theoreti version of these algorithms, we �rst onstrut the speial-purpose aessibility pred-iates assoiated with the algorithms. To onstrut those prediates, we study the Haskellode in order to haraterise the inputs for whih the algorithms terminate. Therefore, wedistinguish the following ases:� if the input is 0, the algorithm even terminates;� if the input is s(n), for some natural number n, the algorithm even terminates if thealgorithm odd terminates for the input n;� if the input is 0, the algorithm odd terminates;� if the input is s(n), for some natural number n, the algorithm odd terminates if thealgorithm even terminates for the same input, that is, if it terminates for s(n).Given this desription, we an easily de�ne the indutive prediates evenA and oddAover natural numbers by the following introdution rules (for n a natural number):evenA(0) oddA(n)evenA(s(n)) oddA(0) evenA(s(n))oddA(s(n))Observe that, whenever we have mutually reursive algorithms, the termination of onealgorithm depends on the termination of the other(s). Hene, the speial-purpose aessibilityprediates assoiated with those algorithms are also mutually reursive.Now, we an easily formalise the prediates evenA and oddA in type theory.1Usually, the struturally smaller version of these algorithms is used. However, that version is of no interestfor us in this work. Thus, we have modi�ed it slightly in order to onsider it as a simple ase example.2Here, we onsider the set of natural numbers de�ned as data N = Z | S N in Haskell.
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evenA 2 (m 2 N)Setevena0 2 evenA(0)evenas 2 (n 2 N;h 2 oddA(n))evenA(s(n))oddA 2 (m 2 N)Setodda0 2 oddA(0)oddas 2 (n 2 N;h 2 evenA(s(n)))oddA(s(n))The algorithms an then be easily de�ned in the theory by strutural reursion on thespeial-purpose prediates evenA and oddA as follows:even 2 (m 2 N; evenA(m))Booleven(0; evena0) = Trueeven(s(n); evenas(n; h)) = odd(n; h)odd 2 (m 2 N; oddA(m))Boolodd(0; odda0) = Falseodd(s(n); oddas(n; h)) = not(even(s(n); h))Observe the simpliity of this type-theoreti version of the algorithms and its similar-ity with the Haskell presentation of the algorithms that we introdued above. The readeris enouraged to write the type-theoreti version of the algorithms that uses the standardaessibility prediate A and ompare afterwards the two type-theoreti versions.Let us onsider another simple example. Below, we have a mutually reursive version ofthe algorithm nest presented in [BC01℄.f :: N -> Nf Z = Zf (S n) = f (g n)g :: N -> Ng Z = Zg (S n) = g (f n)Notie that we an easily prove that both f and g are equivalent to the funtion thatreturns 0 for any input n, for n a natural number. That is, 8n 2 N:f(n) = 0 ^ g(n) = 0.Observe the nested alls of the algorithms f and g. Thus, if we want to de�ne the speial-purpose aessibility prediates fA and gA we fae the same problems as we faed in[BC01℄ when we wanted to formalise the algorithm nest; namely, we need to know aboutthe algorithms f and g in order to be able to de�ne the speial-purpose prediates whih, inturn, allow us to de�ne the algorithms f and g. As it is explained in [BC01℄, when we havenested reursive algorithms we need to de�ne the speial-purpose prediates and the funtionssimultaneously. In order to do so, in [BC01℄ we make use of Dybjer's shema for simultaneousindutive-reursive de�nitions and thus, we formalise the algorithms in type theories extendedwith suh a shema. Sine our algorithms are also mutually reursive, we have to de�ne severalprediates simultaneously with several funtions (two in the example we present above). Ifwe look at Dybjer's shema of simultaneously indutive-reursive de�nitions, we see that4



Dybjer only onsiders the ase of one prediate and one funtion. Hene, in order to be ableto formalise nested and mutually reursive algorithms, we need to extend Dybjer's shemaso it an onsider several indutive prediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtionsde�ned by reursion on those prediates. We present suh a generalisation of Dybjer's shemain appendix A. In the rest of this work, we use this generalisation to formalise our nestedand mutually reursive algorithms.We now return to the example introdued above where we have a mutual and nestedde�nition of the algorithms f and g. To de�ne the speial-purpose aessibility prediates westudy the equations in the Haskell version of the algorithms, putting emphasis on the inputexpressions and the expressions on whih we perform the reursive alls. We obtain thenthe following introdution rules for the indutive prediates fA and gA (for n a naturalnumber):fA(0) gA(n) fA(g(n))fA(s(n)) gA(0) fA(n) gA(f(n))gA(s(n))Formally, in type theory we de�ne the indutive prediates fA and gA simultaneouslywith the algorithms f and g, reursively de�ned on the prediates.fA 2 (m 2 N)Setfa0 2 fA(0)fas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 gA(n);h2 2 fA(g(n; h1)))fA(s(n))gA 2 (m 2 N)Setga0 2 gA(0)gas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 fA(n);h2 2 gA(f(n; h1)))gA(s(n))f 2 (m 2 N; fA(m))Nf(0; fa0) = 0f(s(n); fas(n; h1; h2)) = f(g(n; h1); h2)g 2 (m 2 N; gA(m))Ng(0; ga0) = 0g(s(n); gas(n; h1; h2)) = g(f(n; h1); h2)We an easily prove now that8n 2 N:8h1 2 fA(n):8h2 2 gA(n):f(n; h1) = 0 ^ g(n; h2) = 03 Two Other ExamplesWe present in this setion the formalisation of more interesting nested and mutually reursivealgorithms. The reader an hek that the type-theoreti formalisations follow the shemapresented in appendix A. One again, the reader is enouraged to write the type-theoretiversion of the algorithms that uses the standard aessibility prediate A and ompareafterwards the two type-theoreti versions. 5



3.1 Terms Uni�ationThe �rst example is a very well known and useful algorithm: a uni�ation algorithm overterms, where a term is either a variable or a funtion applied to a list of terms. We assumethat the set of variables and the set of funtions are both in�nite sets and that equality isdeidable over them. Let us start by introduing some de�nitions in Haskell3.type Var = Ntype Fun = Ndata Term = Var Var | Fun Fun [Term℄type ListPT = [(Term, Term)℄type Subst = [(Var, Term)℄vars :: Term -> [Var℄vars t = ....appSb :: Subst -> ListPT -> ListPTappSb sb lpt = ....where vars is the funtion that returns the list of variables in a term t and appSb is thefuntion that applies a substitution sb to eah of the terms of a list of pair of terms lpt. Now,the algorithm that uni�es a pair of terms an be de�ned as follows:unifyPT :: (Term, Term) -> Maybe SubstunifyPT (Var x, t) = if x `elem` vars tthen Nothingelse Just [(x,t)℄unifyPT (t, Var x) = if x `elem` vars tthen Nothingelse Just [(x,t)℄unifyPT (Fun f lt1, Fun g lt2) = if f /= g || length lt1 /= length lt2then Nothingelse unifyLPT (zip lt1 lt2)unifyLPT :: ListPT -> Maybe SubstunifyLPT [℄ = [℄unifyLPT (p:lpt) = ase unifyPT p ofNothing -> NothingJust sb -> ase unifyLPT (appSb sb lpt) ofNothing -> NothingJust sb' -> Just (sb ++ sb')where /= is the inequality operator in Haskell, || is the boolean disjuntion, length omputesthe length of a list and zip takes two lists and returns a list of orresponding pairs.3Here, we de�ne both the set of variables and the set of funtions as the set of natural numbers. Any otherde�nition that ensures the assumptions made over those sets is also possible.6



The algorithm unifyPT returns a substitution that uni�es a pair of terms pt if suh asubstitution exists or the value Nothing otherwise. Observe that the algorithms unifyPTand unifyLPT are mutually reursive. Note the indiret nested reursion in the de�nitionof the algorithm unifyLPT sine the expression unifyLPT (appSb sb lpt) is equivalentto the expression unifyLPT (appSb (fromJust (unifyPT p)) lpt) when we know thatunifyPT p results in a substitution.For larity sake and in order to make our point more expliit, we atually onsider asimpli�ation of the uni�ation algorithms presented above. Let us assume we already knowthat the algorithm unifyPT returns a substitution, in other words, let us assume we alreadyknow that the input pair of terms is uni�able. Then, we an present the algorithms introduedabove in the following way4:unifyPT :: (Term, Term) -> SubstunifyPT (Var x, t) = [(x,t)℄unifyPT (t, Var x) = [(x,t)℄unifyPT (Fun f lt1, Fun g lt2) = unifyLPT (zip lt1 lt2)unifyLPT :: ListPT -> SubstunifyLPT [℄ = [℄unifyLPT (p:lpt) = unifyPT p ++ unifyLPT (appSb (unifyPT p) lpt)To de�ne the speial-purpose aessibility prediates assoiated with the algorithms wefollow the same methodology as before. We inspet the Haskell version of the algorithms inorder to haraterise the set of inputs for whih the algorithms terminate, putting emphasison the relation between the input expressions and the expressions on whih we perform thereursive alls. Thus, the introdution rules for the indutive prediates unifyPTA andunifyLPTA are as follows:unifyPTA(pair(var(x); t)) unifyPTA(pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)))unifyLPTA(zip(lt1; lt2))unifyPTA(pair(fun(f; lt1); fun(g; lt2)))unifyLPTA(nil) h 2 unifyPTA(p) unifyLPTA(appSb(unifyPT(p; h); lpt))unifyLPTA(ons(p; lpt))where x is a variable, f and g are funtions, t is a term, lt; lt1 and lt2 are lists of terms, p isa pair of terms and lpt is a list of pairs of terms. Observe that in the seond rule, the shapeof the left term di�ers from the orresponding term in the Haskell equations. In Haskell,the equations are onsidered in the order in whih they are presented. Thus, the seondequation of the algorithm unifyPT will never be exeuted when the left term of the inputpair is a variable. Hene, it is not neessary to speify that as a ondition. However, this isnot the ase in type theory and then, we need to be expliit about whih kind of term we areonsidering in eah ase. As the left term in the seond rule annot be a variable, it has tobe a funtion applied to a list of terms.4We ignore here eÆieny aspets suh as the fat that some expressions are omputed twie.7



Before introduing the type-theoreti formalisation of our uni�ation algorithms, let us�rst translate same Haskell de�nitions and funtions into their type-theoreti equivalents.We start by presenting the de�nition of pairs and lists in type theory.Pair 2 (A;B 2 Set)Setpair 2 (#A; #B 2 Set; a 2 A; b 2 B)Pair(A;B)List 2 (A 2 Set)Setnil 2 (#A 2 Set)List(A)ons 2 (#A 2 Set; a 2 A; l 2 List(A))List(A)The down arrow in front of a set A within a de�nition, as in #A, indiates that we havehidden the set A in the de�nition. This is a layout faility provided by some proof assistantsand it is usually exploited by the user when the hidden argument an be easily dedued fromthe ontext. In the rest of this setion, we make full use of this faility and we hide somearguments. In this way, we hope to simplify the reading of the ode.length 2 (List(A))Nlength(nil) � 0length(ons(a; l)) � s(length(l))zip 2 (l1 2 List(A); l2 2 List(B))List(Pair(A;B))zip(nil; l2) � nilzip(ons(a; l); nil) � nilzip(ons(a; l); ons(a0; l0)) � ons(pair(a; a0); zip(l; l0))++ 2 (l1; l2 2 List(A))List(A)++ (nil; l2) � l2++ (ons(a; l); l2) � ons(a;++ (l; l2))After presenting the general de�nitions, we introdue some de�nitions that are partiularto our ase example. Var 2 SetVar � NFun 2 SetFun � NTerm 2 Setvar 2 (x 2 Var)Termfun 2 (f 2 Fun; lt 2 List(Term))TermListPT 2 SetListPT � List(Pair(Term;Term))Subst 2 SetSubst � List(Pair(Var;Term))appSb 2 (Subst; ListPT)ListPTappSb(sb; lpt) � ::::We an now present the type-theoreti version of our simpli�ed uni�ation algorithm overpair of terms.
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unifyPTA 2 (p 2 Pair(Term;Term))Setupta1 2 (x 2 Var; t 2 Term)unifyPTA(pair(var(x); t))upta2 2 (x 2 Var; f 2 Fun; lt 2 List(Term))unifyPTA(pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)))upta3 2 (f; g 2 Fun; lt1; lt2 2 List(Term); unifyLPTA(zip(lt1; lt2)))unifyPTA(pair(fun(f; lt1); fun(g; lt2)))unifyLPTA 2 (lpt 2 ListPT)Setulpta1 2 unifyLPTA(nil)ulpta2 2 (p 2 Pair(Term;Term); lp 2 ListPT;h1 2 unifyPTA(p);h2 2 unifyLPTA(appSb(unifyPT(p; h1); lp)))unifyLPTA(ons(p; lp))unifyPT 2 (p 2 Pair(Term;Term); unifyPTA(p))SubstunifyPT(pair(var(x); t); upta1(x; t)) � ons(pair(x; t); nil)unifyPT(pair(fun(f; lt); var(x)); upta2(x; f; lt)) � ons(pair(x; fun(f; lt)); nil)unifyPT(pair(fun(f; lt1); fun(g; lt2)); upta3(f; g; lt1; lt2; h)) �unifyLPT(zip(lt1; lt2); h)unifyLPT 2 (lpt 2 ListPT; unifyLPTA(lpt))SubstunifyLPT(nil; ulpta1) � nilunifyLPT(ons(p; lp); ulpta2(p; lp; h1; h2)) �unifyPT(p; h1) ++unifyLPT(appSb(unifyPT(p; h1); lp); h2)3.2 List ReversalOur seond example is an algorithm to reverse the order of the elements in a list and ithas been taken from [Gie97℄. Although this is a very well known and ommon task, theapproah we introdue here is not the standard one. Furthermore, it is a very awkward andineÆient approah. However, it is an interesting example if we just take the reursive allsinto aount.rev :: [a℄ -> [a℄rev [℄ = [℄rev (x:xs) = last x xs : rev2 x xsrev2 :: a -> [a℄ -> [a℄rev2 y [℄ = [℄rev2 y (x:xs) = rev (y : rev (rev2 x xs))last :: a -> [a℄ -> alast y [℄ = ylast y (x:xs) = last x xsIn this example, the algorithm rev reverses a list with the help of the algorithms last andrev2. The algorithm last is a struturally smaller reursive algorithm and its formalisation9



in type theory is straightforward. The algorithms rev and rev2 are nested and mutuallyreursive. In the rest of this setion, we pay attention just to the two general reursivealgorithms rev and rev2 and we assume that we already have a type-theoreti translation ofthe algorithm last.As usual, we �rst present the introdution rules for the speial-purpose indutive predi-ates revA and rev2A. Notie that, sine the algorithms rev and rev2 are nested, the twoprediates need to know about the two algorithms.
revA([ ℄) rev2A(x; xs)revA(x : xs) rev2A(y; [ ℄) rev2A(x; xs)revA(rev2(x; xs))revA(y : rev(rev2(x; xs)))rev2A(y; (x : xs))Finally, in type theory we formalise the indutive prediates revA and rev2A simul-taneously with the algorithms rev and rev2, reursively de�ned on the prediates. We againmake use of the layout faility that allows us to hide arguments. In addition, we use thetype-theoreti formalisation of lists presented in the previous setion.revA 2 (zs 2 List(A))Setreva1 2 revA(nil)reva2 2 (x 2 A;xs 2 List(A);h 2 rev2A(x; xs))revA(ons(x; xs))rev2A 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A))Setrev2a1 2 (y 2 A)rev2A(y; nil)rev2a2 2 (y; x 2 A;xs 2 List(A);h1 2 rev2A(x; xs);h2 2 revA(rev2(x; xs; h1));h3 2 revA(ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1); h2))))rev2A(y; ons(x; xs))rev 2 (zs 2 List(A); revA(zs))List(A)rev(nil; reva1) � nilrev(ons(x; xs); reva2(x; xs; h)) � ons(last(x; xs); rev2(x; xs; h))rev2 2 (y 2 A; zs 2 List(A); rev2A(y; zs))List(A)rev2(y; nil; rev2a1(y)) � nilrev2(y; ons(x; xs); rev2a2(y; x; xs; h1 ; h2; h3)) � rev(ons(y; rev(rev2(x; xs; h1); h2)); h3)4 ConlusionsWe show here how the methodology presented in [Bov01℄ for the formalisation of simple gen-eral reursive algorithms and extended in [BC01℄ to treat nested general reursion an alsobe used in the formalisation of mutual general reursive algorithms. This methodology on-sists of de�ning speial-purpose aessibility prediates that haraterise the inputs on whihthe algorithms terminate. Eah algorithm is then formalised in type theory by struturalreursion on the proof that its input satis�es the orresponding speial-purpose aessibilityprediate. As the algorithms we onsider in this work are mutually reursive, the termination10



of one algorithm depends on the termination of the others and hene, the speial-purposeaessibility prediates are also mutually reursive.When the mutually reursive algorithms are also nested, we need to de�ne the speial-purpose aessibility prediates and the type-theoreti version of the algorithms simultane-ously, beause they depend on eah other. This kind of de�nitions is not allowed in ordinarytype theory, but it an be arried out in type theories extended with the general shema forsimultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions that we present in appendix A. This shema is ageneralisation of Dybjer's shema for simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions introduedin [Dyb00℄. While Dybjer onsiders the ase with only one prediate and one funtion inhis work, we present here a generalisation of the shema for the ases where we have severalmutually reursive prediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtions whih, in turn,are de�ned by reursion on those prediates.Similarly to what happens for simple and nested reursive algorithms, this methodologyresults in de�nitions in whih the omputational and logial parts are learly separated alsowhen the algorithms are mutually reursive. Hene, the type-theoreti version of the algo-rithms is given by its purely funtional ontent, similarly to the orresponding program in afuntional programming language. As a onsequene, the resulting type-theoreti algorithmsare ompat and easy to understand. We �rmly believe that our methodology also helps inthe proess of formal veri�ation sine the simpliity of the de�nitions of the type-theoretialgorithms usually simpli�es the task of their formal veri�ation.The examples we presented in this work have been formally heked using the proofassistant ALF (see [AGNvS94, MN94℄), whih supports the shema in appendix A.A Generalisation of Dybjer's Shema for SimultaneousIndutive-Reursive De�nitionsA.1 Preliminary CommentsIn [Dyb00℄, Dybjer de�nes an shema for simultaneous indutive-reursive de�nitions in typetheory. In the shema, Dybjer onsiders the ase with only one prediate and one funtion.We generalise here Dybjer's shema for the ases where we have several mutually reursiveprediates de�ned simultaneously with several funtions, whih in turn are de�ned by reur-sion on those prediates. The presentation we introdue here is by no means the most generalone. However, it gives us the neessary theoretial strength in order to formalise nested andmutually reursive algorithms with the methodology we desribed in previous setions of thiswork.Here, we assume that a de�nition is always relative to a theory ontaining the rules forpreviously de�ned onepts. Thus, the requirements on the di�erent parts of the de�nitionsare always judgements with respet to that theory.In order to make the reading easier, we use Dybjer's notation as muh as possible. Then,(a :: �) is an abbreviation of (a1 : �1) � � � (ao : �o) and a small type is a type that does notontain ourrenes of Set. In addition, to help with the understanding of our generalisation,we follow losely the formalisation of the mutually reursive algorithms f and g introduedin setion 2 through the di�erent setions of this appendix.
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A.2 Formation RulesWe desribe here the formation rules for the simultaneous de�nition ofm indutive prediatesand n funtions de�ned by reursion over those prediates.In order to present the formation rules for prediates and funtions, let� 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 w 6 m and m+ 1 6 l 6 m+ n;� � be a sequene of types;� �k[A℄ and �w[A℄ be sequenes of small types under the assumption (A :: �);�  l[A; a℄ be a type under the assumptions (A :: �; a :: �w[A℄).Thus, if fl is de�ned by reursion over a ertain prediate Pw, the formation rules forprediates and funtions are of the form:Pk : (A :: �)(a :: �k[A℄)Setfl : (A :: �)(a :: �w[A℄)( : Pw(A; a)) l[A; a℄Note that eah funtion fl atually determines whih is the prediate Pw needed as part ofthe domain of its formation rule. If we want to be totally formal here, we should indiatethis by indexing the w's with l's as in Pwl . However, for the sake of simpliity we will not doso. The reader should keep this dependene in mind when reading the rest of this appendix.Observe also that, in the formation rules stated above, we have assumed that all prediatesand funtions have a ommon set of parameters (A :: �). In ase eah prediate and funtionhas its own set of parameters (Ah :: �h), we take (A :: �) as the union of the (Ah :: �h), for1 6 h 6 m+ n.If we analyse arefully the assumptions stated above, we see that none of our indutiveprediates or reursive funtions is known when we onstrut the sequenes of small types �'sand the types  's. Hene, no one of our prediates or funtions an be mentioned in thosesequenes or types, sine they are not yet de�ned. As a onsequene, no one of our prediatesan have any of the other prediates or funtions as part of its formation rule. On the otherhand, eah funtion is de�ned by reursion on one of our indutive prediates and thus, thisprediate must be part of the domain of the funtion. However, no other of our prediatesor funtions an be part of the formation rule of the funtion.In our example, the formation rules of the prediates fA and gA (P1 and P2 respe-tively) and of the funtions f and g (f3 and f4 respetively) are as follows:fA 2 (m 2 N)SetgA 2 (m 2 N)Setf 2 (m 2 N; fA(m))Ng 2 (m 2 N; gA(m))NHere, the sequene � is the empty sequene, the sequenes of small types �'s onsist of thesequene (m 2 N) and the types  's are the set of natural numbers N.
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A.3 Introdution RulesBefore presenting the shema for the introdution rules of the prediates, we reall the notionsof the di�erent premises presented in [Dyb00℄. Then, a premise of an introdution rule iseither non-reursive or reursive.A non-reursive premise has the form (b : �[A℄), where �[A℄ is a small type depending onthe assumption (A :: �) and previous premises of the rule.A reursive premise has the form u : (x :: �[A℄)Ph(A; p[A; x℄), where �[A℄ is a sequene ofsmall types under the assumption (A :: �) and previous premises of the rule, p[A; x℄ :: �h[A℄under the assumptions (A :: �;x :: �[A℄) and previous premises of the rule and 1 6 h 6 m. If�[A℄ is empty, the premise is alled ordinary and otherwise it is alled generalised.Now, the shema for the jth introdution rule of the kth prediate is the following:introkj : (A :: �) : : : (b : �[A℄) : : : (u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄)) : : : Pk(A; qkj [A℄)where� 1 6 k 6 m, 1 6 j and 1 6 i 6 m;� The b's and the u's an our in any order. The b's and/or the u's an also be omitted;� Eah reursive premise might refer to several prediates Pi. Observe that eah Pi anour in several reursive premises of the introdution rule;� qkj[A℄ :: �k[A℄ under the assumption (A :: �) and previous premises of the rule.Note that eah pair kj atually determines the �'s, �'s, Pi's and p's that our in theintrodution rule introkj. If we want to be more formal about this dependene as well asabout the fat that there might be several b's and several u's, we should give the followingmore preise shema for the jth introdution rule of the kth prediate:introkj : (A :: �) : : : (bd : �kjd[A℄) : : : (ur : (x :: �kjr[A℄)Pikjr (A; pkjr[A; x℄)) : : : Pk(A; qkj [A℄)where d indiates the dth non-reursive premise and r indiates the rth reursive premiseof the introdution rule, with 0 6 d and 0 6 r. However, for the sake of simpliity we willnot do so and hene, in the rest of this appendix we will not write extra indies. The readershould keep this in mind when reading the rest of the setion.In our example, the introdution rules for the prediates fA and gA are as follows:fa0 2 fA(0)fas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 gA(n);h2 2 fA(g(n; h1)))fA(s(n))ga0 2 gA(0)gas 2 (n 2 N;h1 2 fA(n);h2 2 gA(f(n; h1)))gA(s(n))Here, fa0 is an introdution rule with no premises. The premises of the introdution rulefas are as follows: (n 2 N) is a non-reursive premise, (h1 2 gA(n)) is an ordinary reursivepremise (that is, the orresponding � is empty) whih depends on the previous non-reursivepremise and �nally, (h2 2 fA(g(n; h1))) is also an ordinary reursive premise whih dependson the previous two non-reursive and reursive premises respetively. The introdution rulesof the prediate gA are similar to those of the prediate fA.13



A.4 Possible DependeniesWe now spell out the typing riteria for �[A℄ in the shema above. The riteria for �[A℄,p[A; x℄ and qkj[A℄ are analogous.We write �[A℄ = �[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; u0; : : :℄ to expliitly indiate the dependene on previ-ous non-reursive premises b0 : �0[A℄ and reursive ones u0 : (x :: �0[A℄)Pg(A; p0[A; x℄), for1 6 g 6 m. The dependene on a previous reursive premise an only our through anappliation of one of the simultaneously de�ned funtions ft, form+1 6 t 6 m+n. Formally,we have that:�[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; u0; : : :℄ = �̂[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; (x)ft(A; p0[A; x℄; u0(x)); : : :℄where �̂[A; : : : ; b0; : : : ; v0; : : :℄ is a small type in the ontext(A :: �; : : : ; b0 : �0[A℄; : : : ; v0 : (x :: �0[A℄) t[A; p0[A; x℄℄; : : :)5:In our example, the reursive premise (h2 2 fA(g(n; h1))) of the prediate fA dependson the reursive premise (h1 2 gA(n)). This dependene ours through the appliationof the simultaneously de�ned funtion g. Similarly, if we study the dependene on previousreursive premises in the introdution rules of the prediate gA, we observe that they ourthrough the appliation of the funtion f.That the dependene on previous reursive premises an only our through appliationsof the simultaneous de�ned funtions ensures the orretness of the indutive-reursive de�-nitions. In this way, whenever we apply a prediate to the result of one of the simultaneouslyde�ned funtions, we make sure that suh argument has been previously onstruted. Inaddition, observe that as the simultaneous de�nition of the prediates and the funtions isnot yet omplete, the appliation of any previously de�ned prediate or funtion to one of ourreursive premises will be inorret. We ome bak to this matter after we have presentedthe equality rules for our example, that is, at the end of next setion.A.5 Equality RulesIf fy is de�ned by reursion on Pk, the shema for the equality rule for fy and introkj is asfollows, for m+ 1 6 y 6 m+ n and m+ 1 6 z 6m+ n:fy(A; qkj[A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =eyj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; (x)fz(A; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :) :  y[A; qkj [A℄℄in the ontext (A :: �; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄); : : :)where eyj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; v; : : :) :  y[A; qkj [A℄℄ in the ontext(A :: �; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ; v : (x :: �[A℄) z[A; p[A; x℄℄; : : :):5Note that this ontext is obtained from the ontext of � by replaing eah reursive premise of the formu0 : (x :: �0[A℄)Pg(A; p0[A; x℄) by v : (x :: �0[A℄) t[A; p0[A; x℄℄.
14



In our example, the equality rules for the funtions f and g are as follows:f(0; fa0) = 0f(s(n); fas(n; h1; h2)) = f(g(n; h1); h2)g(0; ga0) = 0g(s(n); gas(n; h1; h2)) = g(f(n; h1); h2)Here, if we analyse the equality rules for f we have that the funtion e31 is the onstantfuntion 0 and the funtion e32 is the algorithm f itself. The ourrene of g in the righthand side of the seond equality rule for f orresponds to the ourrene of fz as one of thearguments of the funtion eyj in the shema above. Similarly, we an analyse the equalityrules for the funtion g.We now go bak to the dependene matter. We show the orretness of our simulta-neous de�nition by analysing the way the proofs of fA and gA are onstruted and theway the results of f and g are de�ned. First, we onstrut the proofs fa0 and ga0 offA(0) and gA(0) respetively. Now, we de�ne both the result of f(0; fa0) and the re-sult of g(0; ga0) as the onstant 0. Then, we onstrut the proofs fas(0; ga0; fa0) andgas(0; fa0; ga0) of fA(s(0)) and gA(s(0)) respetively. Now, we de�ne both the resultof f(s(0); fas(0; ga0; fa0)) and the result of g(s(0); gas(0; fa0; ga0)) as the onstant0. Reall that fa0 2 fA(0), ga0 2 gA(0), f(0; fa0) = 0 and g(0; ga0) = 0. We annow ontinue by onstruting the proof of fA(s(s(0))) and of gA(s(s(0))) and subsequently,use those proofs in order to de�ne the result of the funtions f and g on the natural numbers(s(0)). In general, we �rst onstrut the proofs h1 of fA(n) and the proof h2 of gA(n),and we then use those proofs to de�ne the result of f(n; h1) and of g(n; h1). Thereafter, weonstrut the proof of fA(s(n)) and of gA(s(n)), whih in turn will be used to de�ne theresult of the funtions f and g on the natural number s(n), and so on.A.6 Reursive De�nitionsIn general, after the simultaneous de�nition of the m prediates and the n funtions has beendone, we may de�ne new funtions of the form:f 0y : (A :: �)(A0 :: �0)(a :: �k[A℄)( : Pk(A; a)) 0y [A;A0; a; ℄by reursion on Pk, where� 0 6 y;� �0 is a sequene of types;�  0y[A;A0; a; ℄ is a type under the assumptions (A :: �;A0 :: �0; a :: �k[A℄;  : Pk(A; a)).Observe that f 0y might have a di�erent set of parameters than those needed for the def-initions of the m indutive prediates and the n reursive funtions6. Note also that both6Let us assume here that all the reursive funtions we de�ne afterwards have the same set of parameters�0. If this is not the ase, we let �0 be the union of the sets of parameters needed in order to de�ne the newfuntions (see setion A.2 for a similar and more detail explanation of how to onstrut � as the union of thedi�erent sets of parameters). 15



the indutive prediates and the reursive funtions are known when we de�ne the funtionf 0y and hene, they an be mentioned as part of the type  0y (ompare  0 here with the type introdued in setion A.2; there  must be already known when stating the types of theprediates and funtions we are about to de�ne).Now, the equality rules for the new funtions are as follows:f 0y(A;A0; qkj[A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)) =e0yj(A;A0; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; (x)f 0z(A;A0; p[A; x℄; u(x)); : : :)in the ontext (A :: �;A0 :: �0; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄); : : :)where e0yj(A;A0; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; v; : : :) :  0y[A;A0; qkj[A℄; introkj(A; : : : ; b; : : : ; u; : : :)℄in the ontext (A :: �;A0 :: �0; : : : ; b : �[A℄; : : : ;u : (x :: �[A℄)Pi(A; p[A; x℄);v : (x :: �[A℄) 0z [A;A0; p[A; x℄; u(x)℄; : : :):Note that the riteria are idential for a simultaneously de�ned funtion fl and a funtionf 0y de�ned afterwards, exept that the type  0y may depend on  as well as on a. In addition,the right hand side of a reursion equation e0yj for f 0y may depend on u as well as on v. Thisis simply beause these new dependenies an our only after the indutive prediates havebeen de�ned.In our example, after the de�nition of the prediates fA and gA and of the funtionsf and g has been ompleted, we an de�ne the auxiliary funtions f 0 and g0 (f 01 and f 02respetively). These funtions ount the number of steps the funtions f and g need in orderto ompute their result when applied to a ertain natural number n. In addition, they arede�ned by reursion on the proof that the input natural number satis�es the orrespondingspeial aessibility prediate and have the following de�nitions:f 0 2 (m 2 N; fA(m))Nf 0(0; fa0) = 0f 0(s(n); fas(n; h1; h2)) = s(g0(n; h1))g0 2 (m 2 N; gA(m))Ng0(0; ga0) = 0g0(s(n); gas(n; h1; h2)) = s(f 0(n; h1))Here, both e011 and e021 are the onstant funtion 0 and both e012 and e022 are the suessorfuntion over natural numbers.Aknowledgements. We want to thank Bj�orn von Sydow for arefully reading and om-menting on previous versions of this paper. We are grateful to Peter Dybjer for usefuldisussions on the generalisation of his shema and for his omments on the formalisation ofthe general shema that we present in appendix A.16
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